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1. Introduction. We consider another axiomatization of set theory. 
I t is a first-order theory with equality, the membership relation, a 
new binary relation called predication and denoted by backwards 
epsilon, and a constant V denoting the universe of sets. Sets are de
fined to be elements of V. Classes are defined to be collections of sets. 
The variables P , Q, R are defined to range over classes. Thus, 
VP * (P ) is short for 

Vx(Vy(y G x —> y £ V) —» $(#))• 

We only consider classes on the left of predication. The axioms are 
the universal closures of 

(A) xEyeV~>xEV, 
(B) VxGF(P3a*-*x;eP) , 
(C) VxGV(P3x<->Q3x)->P = Q, 
(D) Vxi, • • , XnEV 3QVy(Q3y<**(Pu • • • , P*; *i, • • • , yO). 

where * is a formula such that 
(i) all its free variables are displayed, 
(ii) the P ' s are the only variables occurring on the left in predica

tion, 
(iii) the P ' s occur only on the left in predication, and 
(iv) V does not occur. 

We also add as axioms that 
(E) V satisfies the axiom of choice and 
(F) V satisfies the axiom of regularity. 
This theory was first considered by the second author and will be 

presented in his thesis along with the proofs of the following theorems 
in the theory. 
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(i o) hyfXl' ' " 'Xn G F ( ( F ^ *(i>1' * ' ' 'Pm''Xl> ' ' ' ' * n ) ) ~ 
$(Pi, • • - ,Pm;xh • • -,*„)) 

where $ is a formula satisfying (i)-(iv) of axiom (D), and F | = * is the 
relativization of $ to V. In a strong sense (1.0) says V is an elemen
tary submodel of the universe of discourse. 

(1.1) h ZFC. 

That is, all the axioms of Zermelo-Fraenkel set theory plus the axiom 
of choice are derivable. Actually the proofs of the axioms of ZFC 
yield slightly stronger results. For example, 

(1.2) h 3yVs(s Gy+->zExA $(Pi , • • • ,1V, wh • • • , wn, s)), 

where $ is a formula satisfying (i)-(iv) of axiom (D), is the version of 
the comprehension principle that is derived. Since V is the class of 
all sets, it should be noted that by (1.0) and (1.1) that we also have 

(1.3) hV |= 2FC. 

We also have the following reflection principle for classes 

(1.4) ho 3 P-> 3* G V(Q 3PC\%). 

In this paper we will show first that the existence of large cardinals 
is derivable in the theory. Although (1.4) essentially is a large cardinal 
property, it is formulated in terms of predication. We will deduce 
two large cardinal properties formulated only in terms of £•• If K is 
the class of ordinals in V, then 

THEOREM 1. h-K is indescribable. 

THEOREM 2. \-K is ineffable. 

Both of these properties imply the existence of weakly compact 
cardinals. 

Secondly we will give a necessary and sufficient condition for stan
dard models of the theory to exist. 

THEOREM 3. There exists a standard model of the theory (A)-(F) if 
and only if there exists a standard model M of ZFC and an M-ultrafilter 
U on some ordinal K in M such that Ult(/c, U) is wellfounded. 

This condition follows from the existence of measurable cardinals. 
I t even follows from some weaker properties. R. Solovay pointed out 
that it follows from J. Silver's work [3] that 3K K—>(CO)<W implies the 
condition. 
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2. Large cardinals. 
DEFINITION. A cardinal K is said to be indescribable if for any 

UQRK, any n, wGco, and any II* sentence a holding in (RKi G, U), 
there exists an ordinal a<n such that a holds in (Rat G, Ur\Ra), 

THEOREM 1. h-K is indescribable. 

PROOF. Suppose UQRK and cr is a II£ sentence holding in(jR,t, G» U). 
By axiom (D) there exists Q such that Q3y if and only if dom y is an 
ordinal, 

Vz(U 3 x A x G î dom y «-> * G rg ;y), 

and a holds in (i?domy, G, rgy) . If we let P = KXU, then we have 
Q3P. Hence by (1.4), there exists some xÇzV such that Q3PC\x. 
Hence, by axiom (B), a = àom{PC\x) is an ordinal, Yg{PC\x) = Ur\Ra, 
and a holds in (Ra, G, Ur\Ra). 

Now we introduce some suggestive, though unnecessary, notation. 
Instead of writing P3x we will write xÇzj(P). Although formally 
" G i ( ) " is an indivisible relation symbol it is useful to think of 
uj{P)" as the extension { # : P 3 # } of P . In general the extension of a 
class will not exist in the universe of discourse. {x:P3x} exists if 
and only if P is a set. And if P is a set, P —j(P). 

I f / C F is a function from P to Q, then j(J) can be thought of as a 
function from j(P) to j(Q). This situation is precisely expressed by 
the equivalence of the following formulas: 

v * G P 3!? G Ö (*,y)ef, 

VtVx Ej(P) 3!? Ej(Q) <*, y> G i ( / ) , 

V s G i ( P ) 3IyGi(Q) <*,y>Gi( / ) . 

We will denote the unique y in the last formula by j(f)(x). 
DEFINITION. A is a c/osed subset of K if Va<K VXQA \J(aHix)E:A. 

A is an unbounded subset of K if [)A =/c. S C K is said to be stationary if 
5 intersects every closed unbounded subset of K. 

The following notion is due to R. Jensen [l ]. 
DEFINITION, K is ineffable if for every ƒ :K-*P(K) such that Va<K 

/ ( a ) C a , there exists X, SQK such that 5 is stationary and Va G S 
/ ( a ) = Z n a . 

THEOREM 2. K is ineffable. 

PROOF. Suppose ƒ is a function on K such that Va < K f (a) Qa. Then 
since Va<K ƒ (a) G V, we have ƒ C F. Since 

VX(K 3 x <-> a; is an ordinal), 
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KEJ(K). Hence, we may take X=j(f)(ic). By (1.0), i(/)(/c)C/cC V. 
Hence, by axiom (D), there exists 5 such that 

(*) S3a++ly(f3 (a, y) A Vs(s Ey^JifK*) 3zAzE a)). 

Hence, by axiom (B), for a£ /c , 

a<ES^f{a) = i ( j ) W n a . 

Now to show that 5 is stationary, suppose A is a closed and un
bounded subset of K. Then by axiom (B) and (1.0) we have 

Vz(Vy(y Ez—±A3y)-*A3 Us). 

Hence, since Vy(yEA —>A3y) and ÖA = /c, we have A3K. And since 
by (*), S3K, we have 

MS3zAA3 z). 

Thus, by (1.0) 

ZzEV(S3zAA3 z). 

So by axiom (B), S intersects A. 
Although we have not actually shown any sets are indescribable or 

ineffable, it can be easily deduced from (1.0) that there are many sets 
that are indescribable and ineffable. 

3. Standard models. The only models we consider in this paper are 
standard. Thus, a model of ZFC is a transitive model where the epsi
lon symbol is interpreted as the usual membership relation. And a 
model of (A)-(F) is a triple (ikf, F*, 3*) where Mis transitive, V* is 
the interpretation of V, 3* is the interpretation of predication, and 
the interpretation of the epsilon symbol is understood to be the usual 
membership relation. 

DEFINITION. If i f is a model of ZFC and K is an ordinal in M, then 
U is an M-ultraftlter if and only if K>CO and 

(i) U is a proper subset of P(it)r\M containing no singletons, 
(ii) Vx, 3 / ( * Q y e P ( K ) f W A x E U-*yE U), 
(iii) VxEP(K)r\M(xEUVK-xEU)f 

(iv) iîrj<Kt <^ :ê<)7>eMand V ^ r ç ^ G U, then C\{x^<rj}EU, 
(v) if (x^<K)EMy then {%\xkEU}EM. 

This notion and the definition of the ultrapower Ult(AT, U) of M 
with respect to an lf-ultrafilter U is due to K. Kunen [2]. 

THEOREM 3. There exists a standard model of the theory (A)-(F) if 
and only if there exists a standard model M of ZFC and an M-ultrafilter 
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U on some ordinal Kin M such that Ult(fc, U) is wellfounded. 

PROOF. Necessity. Suppose (M, F*, 3 * ) Ë (A)-(F). Then it suffices 
to show that M is a model of ZFC, £/ = {PQK:KEJ(P) } is an M-
ultrafilter on /c, where K is the class of ordinals in V*9 and Ult(/c, U) 
is wellfounded. By (1.1), M is a model of ZFC. We now show that U 
is an lf-ultrafilter. I t is easily seen that K>0) and (i)-(iii) hold, 
(iv) follows from 

\-VxeVVf:x-*P(V)Vy 

(f){f(z):zex}3y^Vzexf(z)3y). 

To see (**) let P = {(y, z)E ViyEF,}. Then, for all zE V, 

Vy(P3(y,z)^f(z)3y). 

By axiom (D) we have some Q such that 

Vy(Q 3y*->VzE%P3 (y,z))-

Hence, 
Vy(Q 3 y<->VzE xf(z) 3 y)> 

But Q = f){f(z) :zEx} by axiom (B). To show (v) suppose X:K—>P(K) 

is in M. Then P= {(£, 77) 117G#$} is in M. Then for all £</c, 

Hence, by (1.2), {^EKIX^EU} = { É G * : * 3 K } = {£EK:P3& K)} is 
in ikf. 

To show that Ult(*, U) is wellfounded, it suffices to construct an 
G-isomorphism Jk:Ult(/c, U)—>if, since M is wellfounded. Let k be 
defined by &([ƒ]) =j(f) 00 where/:/c—»/c. & is well-defined and one-to-
one since 

[ƒ] = kï <-> U e «:/(Ö = *(8} G tf ~ * G iU G <:ƒ(«) - *(©} 

k is an G-isomorphism since 

[ƒ] E [g] ~ { I G «:/(8 6 ^ ) ! 6 ^ « K G J { € G *:ƒ(© G *(8} 

W(/)We;(ï)(«t). 
Sufficiency. Now suppose M" is a model of ZFC, U is an M-ultra-

filter on an ordinal in Af, and Ult(/c, Z7) is wellfounded. Since Ult(/c, f/) 
is wellfounded, \Jlt(PM(RKr\M), U) is wellfounded, and hence 
can be identified with some transitive class. Let i\PM(RKr\M)—» 
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XJlt(PM(R,r\M), U) be the natural elementary embedding. Now let 
N=i(RKr\M), V*=RKr\M, and3*={{P,x):PEPM(V*)AxEi(P)}. 
We will show that (N, V*, 3*) satisfies (A)-(F). Let us note that it 
is known that VxGF* *(*)=*, VPEPM(V*) P=i(P)r\V*, and 
PM(V*) =PN(V*). Clearly axioms (A), (E) and (F) hold. Axiom (B) 
holds since, for xE V* and PEPN(V*), 

xE P <-> *(*) G i(P) *-> x Ei(P) <-> P 3*x. 

Axiom (C) follows from the following equivalent formulas: 

V* G F*(P 3* x «-» Q 3*x), 

VxEV*(xEi(P)++xEi(.Q)), 

*(P) n v* = *(Q) n F*, 

p = e. 
Towards showing (D), suppose xi, • • • , xM£F* and $ satisfies 
(i)-(iv). Let <£' be the result of replacing instances of "P3z" in <£ by 
«sGP.» Let Q={yeV*:V*tz*'(Plt • • • , P*; *i, • • • , *•, y)}. 
Hence 

F* |= Vy(y G 6 ^ «'(-Pi, • • • ,Pm; xi>... ,*n> y)), 
i(y*) fc= V (̂y G * (G) « 3>'(*(Pi,... ,Pm) i * , . . . , * , y)), 

# t= Vy(Q 9 ^ * (P i , . . . ,Pm; * i , . . . ,*«, y)). 
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